
Mains Monitor
Produced in January 1983 and published in Everyday Electronics February 1985

First time in colour

I still have the prototype of this 30-year old little gadget which was
designed to warn deep freezer or aquarium owners of a power
failure. I made a mains-voltage opto-isolator using a neon bulb resting
on an ORP12-type light-dependent resistor. I made an oscillator with
the fairly new CMOS 555 (ICM7555) to reduce battery consumption.

A 9V battery-powered vibrating reed buzzer therefore bleeped when the mains supply failed.

Some Veroboard carried the little circuit and I drilled out extra copper
strips as lip service to improving mains isolation. It slotted into the
plastic box p.c.b. guides, meaning no insulation problems. Strictly
speaking I should have earthed the P-clip mounting screw though.

I used some of my favourite parts, including an all-plastic Hekla rocker
switch from Home Radio (Components) of Mitcham. The Hekla switch had a round mounting hole
instead of a rectangular one like other rocker switches did, making it much easier to work with. (I
also discovered that a Q-Max chassis cutter could punch ABS plastic successfully – warm the box up
first with a hairdryer.) I liked the switch’s snap-action, slim profile and smooth lines. It was just a
switch, but I considered these things when using off-the-shelf parts and I wanted it to look smart.

Of course, I chose a coloured rocker switch as you’d expect, and I picked a matching blue Bimbox…
a bit of a waste in a black & white magazine but I hoped it was photogenic enough to make it onto
the cover (it didn’t). A mail-order supplier called Williamson (? I think) was a really good source for
all these different-sized, multi-colour BIM (Boss Industrial Mouldings) ABS project boxes and I
regularly sent them a stream of little orders accompanied by a cheque; my incoming post
reciprocated a few days later with a conveyor belt of padded bags containing plastic boxes,
accompanied by a neatly typed-out receipt. I built up a small stock over time.

I thought about the Mains Monitor design a bit more – how to show the mains was actually on? The
obvious answer was to make the neon visible, but I didn’t want outside light to interfere with my
home-made opto-isolator. In the end I chose another favourite part, a clear l.e.d. lens clip (Maplin)
which glowed neon-orange when the mains was on. I tidied the board with a TO-18 transistor
mounting pad which I used often. Overall the idea worked very well.

These were great times, and the Mains Monitor would still have “legs” today. I’d probably consider a
rechargeable battery, a piezo sounder and ‘mute’ button. Neons are good for 25,000+ hours so
you’d get a good 3 years or more out of it.

You can download the original constructional article as a PDF from www.alanwinstanley.com.
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